I feel sad for my mother. My mother will miss me. I want her to know I don't fear dying. I think I say,``It's OK to die,'' but I can't be sure.
Nothing is stable. The world shifts. The IV stand and my mother float on waves. Drops of light and color rain in the room, but they move in the wrong direction. They move upwards and sideways and diagonally. I just want everything to be still.
The doctors sound so serious. They seem foolish, I'm not even in the body they show such concern for. I am almost dead when I have surgery. A bright metal light glares in my eyes, the metal around me is ice cold; the masked faces look down at me, so animated, focused on me, and I can't move. I rouse before the anesthetic wears away naturally. I am torn at the middle; flesh, tendons, muscles, and organs rip. I flash to a medieval scene; I am being stretched on a rack. I scream for God to help me. God help me over and over until a nurse with jet black hair bends over my face and screams for me to shut-up. Someone must have given me an injection because the scene is lost. You can look at my incisions and tell the personalities of my surgeons. My lung surgeon was a quiet, old man, but steady and determined. His scar is a faint line; he took care to staple the seams tightly. My abdominal surgeons were more gregarious. They looked me in the eye, sat on my bed as they told me my fate.
Their scars are thick, but my near-death gave them restricted time, so I understand the scars. My smallest and newest scars, only months old, are hideous and not healing properly. The gynecological surgeon that caused them only wanted to cut me.
He was trying to get at a dermoid cyst, a cyst I recently learned never existed. He opened me up, filled me with gas, and closed me back up doing nothing but creating scars. He told me my intestines were a mess, adhered to my abdominal wall. He left me unable to walk for days.
When I first met him months prior, I spoke his language, adeptly relating my ten-year medical history in one paragraph:`I n August of '93, right before my senior year of college at Georgetown I had an emergency colectomy to remove my large intestine because an acute flare-up of ulcerative colitis, and had an ileostomy. In 1997, due to recurrent pneumonia which caused kidney failure, I had a right middle lobectomy to remove one-third of my lung. Afterwards, I had three reconstructive abdominal surgeriesÐincluding one emergency surgery due to complicationsÐto create an internal pouch from the end of my small intestine to re-attach it to my rectum and remove the ileostomy.'' I told him nothing of the emotional ramifications of living as an ostomate, I told him nothing of the pain and intermittent disturbances to my life. still obsess over the process going on inside me, still scrutinize the effects of every bite of food, still worry my intestines will betray me and put me back in the hospital. I still scout bathrooms, still need to empty my small intestines whenever possible. But I'm proud to have my belly back; it's better to show scars than guts. Scars are marks of history, they are supposed to be on skin, they are sanctioned.
Before the ulcerative colitis that started a chain reaction of immune system disorders and diseases, I had only had the flu, some earaches, and the occasional cold. Illness wasn't a preoccupation, it wasn't a way of life, it was an inconvenience. When I first got sick, it was almost romantic. I was young and sick, what drama. I was inundated with cards and flowers and well-wishes. But as time wore on and the illness persisted, the visits lessened, the gifts stopped. I was no longer interesting; illness became a part of my existence. I barely remember normalcy; I've adapted to something entirely different. But even as I claim to redefine normalcy, I
can't explain the need to constantly compare myself to other, healthier bodies acting their age. 
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